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Abstract

We examine the empirical domain of validity of statistical theory, as

applied to fission data on pre-fission neutron, charged particle, and "y-ray

multiplicities. Systematics are found of the threshold excitation energy for

the appearance of nonstatistical fission. From the data on systems with

not too high fissility, the relevant phenomenological parameter is the ra-

tio of the threshold temperature Tthreah to the (temperature dependent) fis-

sion barrier height EBar(T). The statistical model reproduces the data for

Tthremh/EBa,(T) < 0.26 + 0.05 but underpredicts the multiplicities at higher

Tthresh/Esar(T) independent of mass and fissility of the systems.
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It is well established that the fission process of hot nuclear systems cannot be described

within the Bohr-Wheeler statistical theory, equivalent to the transition state theory of uni-

molecular reactions. At high excitation energies the pre-fission neutron, charged particle and

giant dipole resonance (GDR) 7-ray multiplicities exceed the predictions of the statistical

model calculations, although the model works well at low excitation energy. Many systems

have been studied extensively [1], but this apparent hindrance or delayed onset of fission

is still not well understood. Phenomenologically, the fission hindrance can be described in

the framework of Kramer's model [2] as a consequence of either very large or very small

dissipation of the collective motion. Thus, this data presents to the theorist the problem of

understanding the dissipation and how it depends on excitation energy.

In this work we search for systematic trends of the validity of the statistical model by

assembling data over a wide range of masses and fissilities. In particular, we shall tabulate

the threshold energy Ethre,h marking the upper limit of energies where the statistical theory

applies. Although a large set of excitation functions covering the relevant energy range

exists already for quite some time, no detailed analysis of these data have been performed.

In the present paper we extract and analyze the threshold energy from a variety of different

measurements. We find a rather simple correlation, which we do not understand, however.

Table I lists the analyzed fissioning systems following fusion evaporation reactions. Pre-

fission neutron, charged particle, and GDR-7-ray multiplicity measurements are included.

The first entries in the table are the reaction partners and the compound nucleus they

form. Following this is the fissility of the compound system, xyiss. The next entry is

the threshold energy, determined as follows. For data on the neutron and charged particle

multiplicities, the threshold was extracted from excitation function plots of the multiplicities

which compared experimental data with statistical model calculations. Eth,e,h is defined as

the compound nucleus excitation energy where the model starts to deviate from the data.

Uncertainties were estimated from the graphs. One measurement calls for special comment,

namely the reaction tgF + 232Th --, 25tEs. Here Eth,.e,h is the estimated quoted in the

experimental paper, Ref. [5], but since that energy is far below the fusion barrier it should
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be taken with caution. The bottom entries in the table are measurements of GDR 3' rays,

which do not yet provide detailed excitation functions. The threshold energy is only quoted

as a range, where the lower value corresponds to the highest measured excitation energy

where the statistical model still could describe the data. The upper value was chosen to

be in the middle between the lower energy and the first excitation energy where dissipation

had to be included in order to fit the "),-rayspectrum.

In addition to the particle/3,-ray multiplicity data of fusion reactions we also analyzed

the data from sequential fission of the peripheral collision of 4°At + _32Th at 30 MeV/A

(Table II). The threshold energy was deduced from Figure 2 of Ref. [14]. The crossover

energies where the calculated fission probabilities reach the measured fission probabilities

were attributed to the onset of fission hindrance. It should be emphasized that Eth,.c,,hin

this case is not a directly measured quantity, but was derived from a model calculation.

The extracted values of Eth,.e,,hof Table I and II are summarized in Figure 1 and shown

as a function of the mass number of the fissioning system. The different symbols correspond

to the following experimental methods: Neutron multiplicities following heavy-ion fusion (o)

and proton induced fusion (I), charged particle multiplicities (e)i GDR-3'-ray multiplicities

(×), and peripheral reactions (A). At low masses, E_hreohis large (,,, 80 MeV) and it seems

to drop to lower values for heavier systems. However, the data are spread over a wide range

and no clear trends can be observed.

Figure 2 shows the same data as a function of the fissility of the system. Here it is

obvious that Ethreoh drops dramatically from 80 MeV down to 20 MeV within a rather

narrow range of fissilities around 0.72. Only two data points do not follow this general

trend. The GDR-7-ray multiplicity measurements of the two 32S induced reactions show a

very large threshold energy even at very large fissilities. It is difficult to see how the large

Ethr_ohobtained in the GDR analysis can be reconciled with the smaller Eth,._,hobtained in

particle multiplicity studies for nuclei with similar fissilities. This discrepancy can not be

attributed to the different methods applied, since two other data points deduced from GDR-

=

measurements (2°°Pb and 224Th) follow the general trend rather nicely. However, it might
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be useful to repeat the measurements for the same systems studied by the other technique,

in order to try to resolve this disagreement.

In the following we try to find a parameterization of Ethre,h which is independent of the

size of the system or the fissility. Obviously the temperature is an important parameter, and

we present in Table I the threshold temperature Tthre,h corresponding to the energy threshold

Ethesh. To compute this, the rotational energy Erot must be subtracted from the excitation

energy. As a function of angular momentum 1,we assume Tthresh(1) = _/(Ethresh -- E,.o,(l))/a,

with the level density a = A/9. We then average over angular momenta contributing to the

fission reaction as

v.zm°_T,h,.e,h(l) x afi,,(1)
Tthr.,h -" z--,l=O (1)

"
Tth,.,,h is therefore the mean temperature for the systems leading to fission.

We extract the fission barrier in a similar way, using the Sierk's angular momentum

dependent fssion barriers [15],

EBo, = EI_-'_"Eso,(l) x a/i,,(l). (2)

The fission barrier may also depend on the temperature, so for completeness we also

calculated the temperature-dependent barrier EB_,(T) using the parameterization of Ref.

[16]. The values for Tth,.,,oh,Eso_ and Es_(T) are listed in Tables I and II.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of the threshold temperature Tth,,,h over the temperature

dependent fission barrier Es,r(T) as a function of mass. With the exception of the two

32S induced reactions, this quantity seems to be independent of the mass and therefore also

independent of the fissility of the system. This is also the case for the Sierk barrier without

any temperature dependence.

There also exists no discrepancy between the different probes that were used to measure

the threshold energy. The majority of the data points were extracted from neutron mul-

tiplicity measurements and they agree very well with experiments of charged particle and

GDR "_-ray multiplicities. Also the proton induced reaction and the peripheral clata are in

agreement.
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If we ignore the two 32S induced reactions, we can plot the remaining data points on

a linear scale (Figure 4) and extract a mean value (excluding 25tEs) of Tthr,,h/EBar(T) =

0.26 :lz 0.05, and a somewhat smaller value 0.20 4- 0.05 using the Sierk barrier without any

temperature dependence.

The significance and interpretation of this empirical relation is not obvious. The param-

eter Tth,._,h/EBar enters into a number of considerations. It must be small in order for a

compound system to be formed, but this criterion is met for much larger values than we

found for the threshold. The parameter explicitly enters into the prefactor of the decay

formula in the limit of small dissipation and underdamped collective motion (eq. (28) of

Ref. [2]). If the friction coefficient were constant, the fission rate would decrease below the

statistical decay rate at higher temperature consistent with the experiments. However, it is

established that the high temperature region is overdamped, which is supported by some mi-

croscopic calculations [17,181and also by experimental observations [19,11. Thus, Kramer's

underdamped solution does not apply and can not be the explanation for the extracted

relation.

Although it is obvious that nuclear dissipation is temperature dependent, the origin of

this dependence is still not understood. As Kramers pointed out in his original paper [2], it

is far from clear whether the common assumption of a linear friction is justified [20]. Only

very recently have calculations attempted to reproduce the excitation dependence of pre-

fission evaporation multiplicities as well as fission probabilities [21]. The present observation

of a systematic behavior in a wide range of measurements and the existence of a numerical

parameter for the onset of dissipation effects is valuable for future theoretical calculations

and has to be understood within the models.

This work was supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation under Grant No.

PHY-92-14992 and the Department of Energy under grant No. DE-FG06-90ER40561.
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FIGURES

F[G. 1.The extractedthresholdenergyEth_sh,wheredissipationeffectsstarttoinfluencethe

fissionprocessinhot nucleias a functionof mass. The differentsymbolscorrespondto neutron

multiplicitiesfollowingheavy-ionfusion(o)and protoninducedfusion(I),chargedparticlemul-

tiplicities(.),GDR-7-ray multiplicities(×),and peripheralreactions(A). The data were taken

from ReferenceslistedinTablesI and 2.

FIG. 2. The extractedthresholdenergyEth_sh,as a functionofthe fissility.Symbols as in

Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. The ratio of the threshold temperature Tthreah over the temperature dependent fission

barrier EBar(T) as a function of mass. Symbols as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Linear presentation of the ratio of the threshold temperature Tthremhover the temper-

ature dependent fission barrier EBar(T) a_ a function of mass. Symbols as in Fig. 1.
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TABLES

TABLE I. Reactions, compound nuclei (CN), fissiUties (zfia,), threshold energies (Ethreah),

threshold temperatures (Tthreah), meanfission barriers Eaar, temperature dependent mean fission

barriers EB_r(T), for the analysed reactions. The last two columns list the experiment type and

the references. All energies and temperatures are given in MeV.

Reaction CN xf_s8 Ethre,h Tthresh EBa,- EBar(T) Reference

160 + 142Nd lSSEr 0.60 804-10 1.83+0.11 11.2+2.0 8.14-2.0 n [3]

tsO + 15°Sm 16Syb 0.60 854-5 1.85+0.05 10.4+2.4 7.34-2.1 [4]

19F + 159Tb 17SW 0.64 804-10 1.814-0.10 10.3+2.3 7.44-2.3 [5]

19F + 169Tm lsspt 0.67 804-5 1.774-0.05 7.14-1.2 4.84-1.1 [5]

2sSi + 17°Er t9Spb 0.70 604-5 1.534-0.05 7.14-1.1 5.34-1.1 [4]

tgF + 1SiTs 2°°Pb 0.70 654-5 1.634-0.05 8.64-1.0 6.44-1.0 [4]

3°Si + 17°Er 2°°Pb 0.70 554-5 1.434-0.06 7.04-0.9 5.54-0.9 [4]

1so + 192Os 21°Po 0.71 604-5 1.534-0.05 8.04-0.8 6.14-0.8 [4]

160 -b 197Au 213Fr 0.74 454-5 1.334-0.07 6.24-0.6 4.84-0.6 [6]

160 + 2°Spb 224Th 0.76 304-5 1.084-0.08 5.5+0.5 4.7+0.5 [1]

19F + 232Th 251Es 0.83 204-10 0.854"0.25 1.84-0.2 1.54"0.2 [5]

p + SaSU 230Np 0.78 204-2 0.864"0.05 4.34-0.1 3.94-0.1 n [8]

_ssi + 164Er 192pb 0.72 584"5 1.524"0.06 5.94-0.9 4.34-0.8 p [9]

2ssi + 164Er 192pb 0.72 534-5 1.474-0.06 6.74-0.9 5.14"0.9 a [9]

19F + lSlTa 2°°Pb 0.70 68-84 1.66-1.82 8.4-6.5 6.1-4.1 7 [10]

32S + lS4w 216Th 0.78 72-85 1.65-1.77 2.6-1.7 1.4-0.7 [11]

160 + 2°SPb 224Th 0.76 30-40 1.09-1.22 5.5-4.6 3.7-4.8 [12]

asS + 2°Spb 24°Cf 0.84 67-80 1.52-1.68 0.7-0.4 0.2-0.1 [13]
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TABLE II. Decaying nucleus, fissilities (z/i,,), threshold energies_(Ethresh), threshold temper-

atures (Tthresh), mean fission barriers Esar, temperature dependent mean fission barriers EBar(T),

for the peripheral reaction 4°Ar + 232Th from Ref. 14. All energies and temperatures are given in

MeV.

Nucleus X]iss Ethresh Tthresh Esar Esar(T)

225Fr 0.73 47+4 1.29+0.08 6.0+0.6 4.8+0.6

22SRa 0.74 34+2 1.07+0.07 5.34-0.5 4.64-0.5

0.74 46+6 1.29+0.10 5.9+0.3 4.84-0.4

0.74 66+7 1.59+0.10 7.0+0.2 5.1+0.4

23°Ac 0.75 18+2 0.76+0.12 4.74-0.4 4.34-0.5

0.75 21+3 0.82+0.10 5.2+0.3 4.84-0.4

0.75 32+4 1.09+0.09 6.24-0.2 5.44-0.3
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